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On January 20,2004 the Council approved a modification to the approved Planned Development
CPD) at 14300 Winchester Blvd. The approved project includes 120,000 square feet ofofficelR&D .
and 290 apartments, 51 ofwhichare BMP units. Following the approval, Netflix, a Los Gatos based
company, contacted the applicant to discuss the possibility ofoccup.ying the two office buildings if
the square footage could be increased to 160,000.

Netflix is the world's largest online DVDmovie rental service. Members order online, and receive
their order and return DVD's by mail. Netflix currently operates 23 shipping centers and plans to
open more throughout the country and internationally. Netflix would like to keep its corporate
headquarters in Los Gatos, and the Sobrato project provides that opportunity. However, Netflix
needs more square footage due to its market suc.cess and projected growth.

Staffwas inf0fII?ed ofthis request informally on March 1st. We have been evaluating the issues and
considerations associated with this request in order to present them to the Town Council in this
special Study Session. A letter from Sobrato with the requested change is attached. Netflix and
Sobrato representatives will be present at the study session to answer any questions the Council may
have. .
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DISCUSSION:

Proposal/Proiect Design

Netflix currently operates in a building located at 970 University Avenue. Due to its current success,
the corripany has outgrown that space. Netflix is rapidlyexpanding and is looking for a new location
to house the increasing staff. The company would like to stay in Los Gatos, but needs approximately
160,000 square feet to accommodate projected growth. Netflix has 'indicated that its current lease
will expire in September 2005, and it needs to move its corporate headquarters into an 80,000 square
foot building by that time. An additional 80,000 square feet will be needed within two years of the
move. The approved Sobrato PD would need to he iIicreasedby40,000 square feet to accommodate
Netflix. Sobrato's proposal is to expand the footprintsofthe two office buildings and increase their
size from 60,000 to 80,000 square feet each. Another option is to expand the building footprints in
a more limited manner by connecting the two buildings with atwo-story element in place of the
center courtyara.. The residential portion of the project will remain the same. The proposed
expansion constitutes about a 8.9% increase in total project square footage.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW:

The Addendum to the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) that was accepted bythe Town Council
in January provides a baseline for any additional review that will be done for the'modified project.
The only anticipated environmental impact over what was discussed for the approved PD is traffic.
A traffic analysis ofthe project with an additional 40,000 square feet was prepared by Fehr & Peers
Transportation Consultants. The preliminary analysis by Fehr & Peers indicates that while the net
new trips would increase over that of the approved project, the number of trips would be less than
the trips associated with the originally approved project (288,000 square feet ofoffice/R&D and 135
apartments). In addition, none of the measured intersections will drop below the current level of
service. Ifthe Council is supportive ofthe additional floor area, a more detailed traffic analysis will
be prepared by Fehr & Peers and the Town's Traffic Consultant, TJKM, will conduct a peer review
of the report.

The Town's environmental consultant, Geier & Geier, has evaluated the applicant's request to
increase the size ofthe office buildings, and has concluded that an Addendum (essentially a revision
of the approved Addendum with revised traffic analysis) can be prepared to satisfy the CEQA
process.

PROCESS:

Netflix is asking the Town for a decision vyithin 30 days in order for Sobrato to meet Netflix' timing
requirements for occupancy. If the Council agrees that the increased density in the project is
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appropriate, staffhas identified the following processes to achieve the desired outcome:

1. PD Amendment by both the Planning Commission and Town Council
2. Development Agreement
3. PD amendment by the Council

All of these options would require a compressed processing time to accommodate Netflix. The
Planning Commission has already offered significant input on the Los Gatos Gateway project
through six public hearings and a study session. The Commission reviewed and offered input on
both the originally approved PD (288,000 square feet of office/R&D and 135 apartments) and the
recently approved PD (120,000 square feet of office/R&D and 290 apartments).

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE TOWN:

Context for Request

It is highly unusual for staffto bring forward to the Town Council a proposal of this nature after a
project has been approved. However, given the importance ofNetflix' sales tax contribution to the··
community, staff believes the proposal merits consideration by the Council. In responding to the
request, staff discussed with the applicant the possibility of going back to the original project that
included 288,000 square feet ofoffice, or reducing the density ofthe' residential component to offset
the increase in office space. The applicant has indicated that these alternatives are not acceptable.
The applicant believes that the approved PD (290 apartments and 120,000 square feet of office/R
'& D) is the better project for the site and for the community than the originally approved project.
According to the applicant, the expense associated with expansion of the underground garage to
provide increasedparking for the additional office space makes it economically infeasible to reduce
the residential density. The applicant can provide more detail about their concerns regarding reduced
density and the course of action that is being pursued to accommodate the additional square feet at
the Study Session.

Benefits of Netflix to Los Gatos

Expansion of the office component of the Gateway project to accommodate Netflix' growing
corporate headquarters presents an important economic vitality opportunity for the Town. Netflix
established its corporate headquarters in Los Gatos in 1999, and it has grown to become the world's
largest online DVD movie rental service. Today, Netflix contributes a number ofvaluable tangible
and intangible benefits to the community. It is expected that these benefits would grow with the
continued presence ofNetflix in Los Gatos. The benefits ofhaving Netflix in Los Gatos include the
following:
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Sales Tax - Netflix is currently the number one provider ofsales tax in Los Gatos. Sales"tax revenue
accounts for 30% of the Town's General Fund revenues, which fund Town services such as public
safety, library, parks and senior services. Based on Netflix' growth projections, their sales tax
contribution to Los Gatos is estimated to grow by 180% by 2007.

Property Tax - Netflix currently pays property tax on any tenant improvements and business
inventory (e.g., equipment, fur11iture, computers, etc.), of which Los Gatos receives 9.5 cents for
every dollar paid. It is expectedthat theprbperty tax coming to the Town would increase
significantly as the company absorbs the 160,000 square feet, completing tenant improvements and
adding to the business inventory.

Employment and Transit Ridership - Netflix currently employs approximately 800 people, with
about 150 located at their Los Gatos headquarters. These positions are primarily in th~ managerial,
administrative and technology areas. At 160,000 square feet, the proposed Netflix building will
accommodate approximately 750 employees. The current and projectedjobs represent potential job
opportunities for Los Gatos residents in typically well-paying areas. At 750 employees, Netflix
would be the Town's largest non-hospital employer. The projectea750 employees also add to the
potential ;ridership forthe planned light rail facility terminating at Vasona Station.

Corporate Presence - In addition to the tangible benefits provideq through taxesand jobs, Netflix
contributes a valuable intangible benefit to the community through their corporate presence in Los
Gatos. At present, Netflix is receiving positive covera.ge in both popular and technology media due
to their leadership in the DVD rental service and to their significant growth. In most cases, the
company's location in Los Gatos is noted, giving the ToWn positive exposure. This can translate into
name recognition fot business location and, to a certain extent, for tourism. IfNetflix' vision for
oecoming the world's leading Intemetfuovie network materializes, it is likely that their media
coverage and thus the exposure Los Gatos would continue.

Another aspect of having Netflix' corporate headquarters in Los Gatos is that, in many cases,
companies are active participants in the communities in which their corporate headquarters are
located. This can translate to support for art, cultural, and community events, and for civic and
business purposes.

Multiplier Effect - Although quantifying a multiplier effect to the economy of business location is
difficult, it is generally accepted that the presence of a company with local employees contribute to
the economy beyond the revenues provided directly to the jurisdIction. These additional
contributions come in the form ofspending by the employees, by business visitors to the company,
and by the company itself. The presence ofthis successful techrtology company in Los Gatos could
also be a positive influence in attracting other technology companies to Los Gatos, which would also
contribute tangibly and intangibly to the community. '
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Implications for the Future
"-t

While there are no guarantees that Netflix will continue to operate in Los Gatos and realize the
projected growth, this is the case with any ofthe Town's sales tax generators. Attachment 2 consists
of two articles about Netflix that discuss the company's potential and vulnerabilities. Regardless
ofthe uncertainty, tangible current indications ofNetflix continued location in Los Gatos and growth
in sales include:

• Netflix' willingness to enter into a seven-year lease with Sobrato and to invest $11 to $12
million in tenant improvements;

• Steady sales tax growth to the Town since 2000 (1,000%); and
• Netflix' preference for remaining in Los Gatos.

Balancing Quality Development with Economic Vitality

. In addition to considering the economic vitality benefits ofretaining Netflix' corporate headquarters
in Los Gatos, the Town must also consider the importance ofachieving a high quality project with
excellence in design. The Town, in its review ofthis project on two previous occasions, focused on
excellence in architecture, site design and environmental quality. A key question is the manner in
which the 40,000 square feet can be added to the recently approved planned development, while not
compromising the quality ofthe project. Ifthe proposed modification moves forward, the Town will
want to ensure that it meets the needs of the tenant as well as the needs of the Town.

CONCLUSION:

Staff seeks Council direction regarding its desire to accommodate the request from the applicant
which will provide the space needed by Netflix to house its corporate headquarters as it grows.
Council direction should include the process the Council would like to pursue to achieve the desired
outcome.

Attachments:

1. Letter from Sobrato Development, received March 10, 2004
2. Articles from the Seattle Post-Intelligencer (March 1, 2004) and the San Francisco

Chronicle (March 8, 2004) regarding Netflix

Note: a letter from Netflix is expected and will be forwarded under separate cover.

Distribution:

John Shenk, Sobrato Development, 10600 N. De Anza Blvd., Suite 200, Cupertino, CA 95014
Barry McCarthy, CFO, Netflix, 970 University Ave., Los Gatos, CA 95032
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408.446.0700
Facsimile.: 408.446.0583
www.sobrato.com

Bud Lortz
Community Development Department
Town of Los Gatos
110 E. Main Street
Los Gatos, CA 95032

Re: Netflix - Los Gatos Gateway

Dear Mr. Lortz:

SOBRATO .
IDEVELOPMENT COMPANIES

Recently we were approached by Netflix to explore ways to accommodate their need for a new
corporate headquarters on the Los Gatos Gateway site. While we had hoped that the approved
square footage of the office I R&D portion of the site would accommodate a growing Los
Gatos company, 'Y"e now know that this very successful company requires more space. They
,also require that we build the buildings as soon as possible.

We have researched the possibility of adding 40,000 square feet to our project and have found
that it is possible to do so without negatively impacting the residential component We are able
to do this by expanding the footprint of the buildings and, at a significant cost, iri.creasing the
size of the underground garage to accommodate the increased parking count to insure that
there are no additional visible parked cars while maintaining the architectural quality and level
of detail previously approved. The net result is that the integrity of the plan we have worked

. so long to create is retained while providing a desirable campus to Netflix.. This is critical to us
as we are moving forward with the residenti<;li de"elopment we promised the Town Council
when it was approved. .

Netflix is a significant asset to the Town of Los Gatos. They provide many jobs and the
employees appreciate and enjoy being in the Town; The additional employees permitted by
the requested increase in square footage will make the Los Gatos Gateway mixed-use project
an even greater .supporter of mass transit By allowing Netflix to stay in Los Gatos the Town
will not only continue to reap the financial benefits but will enhance the quality of life currently
enjoyed by those who work at Netflix.

Please feel free to contact me at (408) 446-0700 if you have any questions.

Best regards,

~~~S-~
Senior Vice President
jshenk@sobrato.com

.....: •...

ATTACHMENT 1
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Netflix pioneer has a blockbuster plan

By MICHAEL LIEDTKE
AP BUSINESS WRITER

LOS GATOS, Calif. -- It would be easy to cast Netflix Inc. founder Reed Hastings as simply a dot-com
rebel whose online DVD subscription service empowers consumers by letting them keep video rentals
indefinitely without facing late fees.

But Hastings, a former Peace Corps volunteer who once taught math in Swaziland, says he is pursuing a
far nobler cause.

Hastings sees himself as a DVD evangelist, with Netflix a bully pulpit for his mission to deepen the
world's passion for movies and find an audience for every film.

"I would like Netflix to transform the movie business," Hastings says without the slightest trace of
bombast. "We want to become a Top 10 media company."

It sounds like a like a far-fetched ambition for an industry upstart that started this year with a 3 percent
share of the $9.9 billion video rental market, and stiffer competition from retail giants Blockbuster
Entertainment and Wal-Mart Stores Inc. looming ahead.

Hastings, 43, isn't backing down, perhaps because he has already defied conventional thinking.

"He's the kind of guy you would back in a heartbeat because he is such a brilliant strategic thinker," said
JayHoag, whose venture capital firm, Technology Crossover Ventures, was among Netflix's early
backers.

Skepticism has been shadowing Hastings since his 1999 launch ofNetflix, which charges an all-you
can-watch monthly fee of$19.95 to receive up to three DVDs at a time through the mail.

Critics quickly panned Hastings' smorgasbord approach as another dot-com blunder. The service instead
struck a nerve with tech-savvy movie lovers fed up with video late fees - a cash cow that industry leader
Blockbuster Entertainment milked for about 15 percent of its revenue before Netflix came along.

Now Los Gatos-based Netflix is thriving, its audience rapidly approaching 2 million subscribers as the
service attracts about 125,000 new customers each month, helped by software that personalizes movie
recommendations based on customers' viewing histories and their feedback on films they've seen.

The company's accelerating growth has helped its stock more than quadruple in less than two years
despite persistent doubts about Netflix's ability to survive tougher competition and a long-anticipated
shift to video-on-demand.

Meanwhile, consumers are renting fewer movies from Blockbuster, a trend that recently prompted
majority owner Viacom Inc. to seek a buyer for its 81 percent stake in the 8,900-store video rental chain.

Even before Netflix, Hastings established himself as a shrewd entrepreneur.

http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/printer/ap.asp?category=131 O&slug=Netflix%20Director
Attachment 2
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In the early 1990s, he started a business software maker, Pure Atria; that he wound up selling to Rational
Software for $752 million in stock. Hastings then came up with the ideaJor Netflixwhen he returned a
rented copy of the movie "Apollo 13'1 more than a week late and got slapped with. a $39 penalty.

It may tum out to be the best money Hastings ever spent, considering his personal stake in Netflix is
worth nearly $150 million.

HastiIlgs isn't driven entirely by money. In 2000, former California Gov. Gray Davis appointed Hastings
as president of the state's Board of Education - a non-paid position that he is lobbying to keep under
California's new governor. "We have all ofArnold Schwarzenegger's movies at Netflix/' Hast1hgssays,
with a laugh.

Netflix's library of 18,000 DVD titles also includes many little-noticed movies - the kinds of films for
which Hastings hopes to build larger audience. He aims to assemble the world's most diverse selection
ofDVDs and then draw upon Netflix's ability to analyze each customer's film tastes to "find the right
movie for the right person."

It's a cause that Hastings hopes will help differentiate Netflix from mounting competition.

Wal-Mart, the world's largest retailer, launched a similar online rental service last year that undercuts
Netflix by about a buck a month. Blockbuster already owns a Netflix copycat, FilniCaddy.com, and
plans to introduce an onlineservice that will deliver DVDs under its own brand name later this year.

"We should not only be able to compete in the online business, but have a substantial edge over the
existing competition," Blockbuster CEO John Antioco recently assured analysts.

But Netflix already is gaining a reputation as the place to go for independent films, foreign movies and
documentaries that are tough to find in Blockbuster and other traditional rental stores.

Leyl Master Black is among the legion of subscribers who love to pluck eclectic movies from Netflix's
recommendation list. Because she's paying a flat fee, Black, 33, feels more comfortable checking out an
obscure DVD from Netflix than gambling on an offbeatrental during her increasingly infrequent trips to
a Blockbuster store.

"I have seen ~o many m~)Vies from Netflix that I would never be able to find at avideo store," said
Black, who splits her time between homes in Sail Francisco and Seattle. "Using something like Netflix
takes a little more advanced planrting, but it's definitely worth it."

Netflix doesn't impress all its customers. About 5 percent drop the service each month. The defections,
known as customer "chum," have been declining as Netflix has set up 23 d~stribution centers around the
country to get DVDs to customers more quickly.

Controlling chum is vital to Netflix's success because the company loses money on new customers
during the first four months. Based on its current chum rate, Netflix estimates the average $ubscriber
keeps the rental service for 21 months, up from 16 months at the end of2002.

The formula has paid off so far.

Netflix's revenue nearly doubled last year, producing a $6.5 million profit on subscriptions totaling $270
million, enough to encourage Hastings to expand the service into Canada and the United Kingdom.

http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/printer/ap.asp?category=131 O&slug=Netflix%20Director 3/9/2004
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Hastings believes Netflix could earn more than $20 million for all of2004, with revenue reaching as
high as $475 million. Within five years, he predicts, the company will boast more than $1 billion in
annual revenue and 100,000 film titles, widening its advantages over traditional rental chains.

"Reed has established a beachhead in something that looked like nothing more than a toehold just a
couple years ago," said entertainment industry analyst Dennis McAlpine. "It's not going to be easy to get
rid of him now."

http://seattlepi.nwsource.comiprinter/ap.asp?category=131 0&slug=Netflix%20Director 3/9/2004
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Successful Netflix faces competition
Movie buffs enjoy online rental service
Verne Kopytoff, Chronicle Staff Writer
Monday, March 8, 2004
©2004 San Francisco Chronicle I Feedback I .E6Q

URL: sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/c/a/2004/03/08/BUGL25FJMl I.DTL

Phil Pluta's love affair with Netflix, the online DVD rental company, reached the extreme
soon after he subscribed to the service a few years ago. As an experiment, he ordered as
many DVDs as he could during one month and was surprised by the results.

Pluta, whose $19.95 monthly membership limited him to having three films out at a time,
plunged into a movie marathon. He watched the DVDs for up to six hours a day, then
promptly mailed them back to Netflix and waited for the next batch to arrive.

"I got more than 40 movies," said Pluta, a retired engineer who lives in Saratoga. "Ifyou
rent five or six a month, you're ahead compared to what you pay at Blockbuster."

Netflix, based in Los Gatos, has gained legions of devoted followers like Pluta. The
company has blossomed since opening in 1998, luring nearly 1.5 million subscribers and
achieving almost total dominance over the online DVD rental industry.

But Wal-Mart and Blockbuster, two bigger and more established companies, are also
entering the online DVD rental business.

Atthe same time, Netflix is grappling with the impact of digital movie downloads, which
could potentially transform movie viewing. The question remains whether the emerging
technology is a rival, a friend or a money pit.

Netflix is led by Reed Hastings, the founder of Pure Software, a business- software
company that was acquired by Rational Software in 1997. Soon after, he fonned Netflix,
gambling that DVDswere the wave of the future.

Initially, Netflix charged customers for each film they checked out, in addition to late fees.
When that failed to catch on, Hastings transfonned the company into a subscription service
in 1999.

Under the standard plan, customers can order all the films they want for $19.95 plus tax,
without late charges. The only catch is that those subscribers are limited to three DVDs at
one time.

Consumers embraced the idea.

http://sfgate.com/cgi-binlarticle.cgi?file=/c/a/2004/03/081BUGL25FJM11.DTL&type=prin... 3/1 012004
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"I mention to everyone I know that it's crazy to drive to a Blockbuster, check their limited
selection and drive back home," Pluta said.

Netflix's growth has coincided with the increasing popularity ofDVDs. More than two
thirds of American households are expected to have DVD players at the end of year, up
from 13 percent in 2000, according to Adams Media Research..

The shift to DVDs is important because building a: company on videocassettes would have
been difficult. DVDs are far cheaper to mail and store and are less prone to damage.

On a recent afternoon, Netflix's distribution center in San Jose was humming with activity.
Dozens of workers were preparing new DVDs for rental by printing labels, placing them on
paper sleeves and slipping the DVDs inside.

In all, Netflix carnes 18,000 different titles, ranging from Hollywood hits such as
"Seabiscuit" to the horror film "Long Island Calmibal Massacre" to foreign classics
including Francois Truffaut's "The 400 Blows." .

The number ofDVDs iIi stock is about T2 million, spread around 23 distribution facilities
across the country.

The faciIity's.rhythms shift in tandem with customer DVD viewing habits. The busiest day
is usually Tuesday, when a deluge ofDVDs arrives in the mail from customers who
watched them during the weekend.

Orders are mailed out in red.:.and":white envelopes with separate self- addressed, stamped
envelopes included for returns.

Netflix isn't the only online DVD rental company. Several upstarts have been battling it out
for several years, including DVDBarn in Scottsdale, Ariz.; QWikFliks in Rancho Santa
Margarita (Orange County); and DVDOvernight.comin Philadelphia.

But recently, established pla.Yers have been drawn into the industry. \Val- Mart introduced a
rival service to Netflix lastyear, hoping to cash in on its huge base of devoted shoppers. So
far, though, the service, operated out ofWal-Mart's office for online operations in Brisbane,
has lured only about 175, 000 subscribers, according to Majestic Research, an equity .
research firm.

"Our service is less than a year old, and we will continue to make improvements and
enhancements," said Cynthia Lin, a Wal-Mart spokeswoman.

Blockbuster, based in Dallas, is planning to start its own online rental service near the end
of this year. It would ultimately be part of a subscription that would allow customers to rent
and return DVDs both online and in stores.

An earlier foray by Blockbuster into online DVD rentals has generated only modest interest,
with an estimated 50,000 subscribers, according to Majestic Research. Karen Raskopf, a
Blockbuster spokeswoman, described the Web site, FilmCaddy.com, as only a small
experiment.

http://sfgate.com/cgi-biniarticle.cgi?file=/c/a/2004/03/08/BUGL25FJM II.DTL&type=prin... 3/1 0/2004



She wasn't worried about Netflix's head start. Online DVD r~ntals are a niche market, she
said, compared with the much larger business of in-store rentals.

Jim Preissler, an analyst for Majestic Research, said he believes Netflix is nearly
unbeatable. He pointed out that Netflix charges $1 more per month than Wal-Mart for its
subscription and still maintains a big lead.

"None ofthe other Web sites have any material traction whatsoever," Preissler said. "That
means Netflix can aggressively advertise and grow while distancing itself from its
competitors."

Netflix's Hastings says that one ofhis biggest fears is that online retailing giant
Amazon.com will expand into DVD rentals. Until now, Amazon hasn't signaled anything of
the sort, but it does have the advantage of a big customer base and a generally good
reputation for customer service.

Netflix had its initial public offering in May 2002, when Internet companies were still in a
tailspin. Since then, its shares have more than quadrupled from a split adjusted offering of
$7.50 to $33.27 at the close of trading Friday.

Many investors believe that the rise won't continue~ As ofFeb. 9, there were more shares
short on Netflix, a bet on the stock's heading down, than there were regular shares available
for trading by the public.

Much of Netflix's history has been spent losing money as it built its expensive network of
warehouses. The company racked up $159 million in losses from 1998 though 2002, before,
turning in its first annual profit, $6.5 million in 2003.

Last month, at a meeting of analysts, Hastings laid out an aggressive plan for growth. He
said revenue will grow from $270 million in 2003 to $1 billion by 2006, a year earlier than
previously predicted.

To do so, Netflix said it would sacrifice some profit in 2004 to speed growth by spending
more on advertising, including television.

Investors initially reacted negatively to the plan for lower profit, but have since
reconsidered, after executives said it 'will bring in more money in the future.

Part of the growth is likely to come from international expansion. Netflix executives said
they are eyeing Canada and the United Kingdom.

New technology is one of the big uncertainties for the video rental industry as a whole.
Analysts cite pay per view, TiVo set-top boxes and digital movie downloads as possible
challengers.

Hastings said recently that Netflix will begin offering digital movie downloads as part of
standard subscriptions sometime next year. At the same time, he played down his
expectations, saying that perhaps only one in a thousand subscribers would actually use the
servIce.

http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/c/al2004/03/0S/BUGL25FJM11.DTL&type=prin... 3/1 0/2004
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"We don't believe that there will be much interest initially," Hastings said. "It's probably a
little early to enter the market."

Some film downloading services already exist, such as Movielink, which is operated by
several Hollywood studios. But consumer adoption is minuscule, partly because of limited
film selection, the hours it takes to download and poor viewing qlj.ality on computer
screens.

Netflix customers manage their accounts with online queues. They list all the films they
want to see in their order ofpreference.

If a film at the top of a customer queue is not available, Netflix sends a film from lower on
the list. Subscribers can constantly upd~te the queue .with new films and rearrange the order
of preference.

DVD ,theft, either out ofhome mailboxes or at post offices, is a constant irritation for
Netflix, which says that 2.5 percent ofDVDs shipped are.lost or damaged.

J

However, customers reported that the company sends replacement films without much
hassle and forgives ones that go mis'sing.

Tim Moder, a self-employed tech worker in Berkeley, has canceled part ofhis television
cable service since joining Netflix about a year-and-a-half ago. He joked that one of the few
in,conveniences is that the mailbox he uses to return his DVD rentals is too far away.

"I always tell the post office that I'd like them to move the post office box across the street,"
he said.

Netflix at a glance

-- Headquarters: Los Gatos

-- Founded: 1997 (opened in 1998)

-- Chief executive: Reed Hastings

-- Employees: 791 full-time and temporary

-- Films: 18,000 titles

-- Distribution centers: 23

-- Subscribers: 1.49 million

-- Price for standard service: $19.95 plus tax per month (for three films out at once)

Source: Netflix (figures are as ofDec. 31)

E-mail VerneKopytojfatvkopyto(f@J.{chronicle.com.

http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/c/a/2004/03/08/BUGL25FJM II.DTL&type=prin... 3/1 0/2004
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The attached letter from Netflix (Attachment 3) was received after distribution of the staff report.
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3. Letter from Netflix received March 10,2004
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John Shenk:, Sobrato Development, 10600 N. De Anza Blvd., Suite 200, Cupertino, CA 95014
Barry McCarthy, CFO, Netflix, 970 University Ave., Los Gatos, CA 95032
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N:\MGR\PJacobs\Council Reports\Netflix Addendum.wpd

Reviewed by:. __Assistant Town Manager __Town Attorney Clerk.__Finance
__Community Development Revised: 3/11/04 8:30 am

Reformatted: 5/30/02





March 10, 2004

The Ho::,o. 'able Steve Glickman, Mayor
Town on os Gatos
110 BaH ~ fain Street
Los Ga1.r)s. CA 95032

Dear May)r Glickman and Town Council Members:

As you nrc: aware, Netflix is currently plarming for its future corporate headquarters. We
have beem a happy resident of Los Gatos since early 1999 and would very much like to
stay in :~,O; Gatos for the foreseeable future. We are ,a large growing company. We
expect n .. enues ofapproximately $500,000.000 this year and are looking at $1 billion in
revenUE: h I the end of2006.

The criJ:.c: L1 issue for us in making OUT headquarters location decision, is our ability to
secure :iP~ ce that will accommodate our growth needs over the next 5 to lO years. In this
regard, we:'re looking for an office development able to grow to 160,000 square feet. We
also de::irl: to minimize disruption to our workforce. The Los Gatos Gateway project on
Winchc::;tl :r Boulevard is very appealing to us in that it would accommodate our
immewatll needs and provide for our anticipated growth, assuming the Town will adJust
the SqUlI1e footage, all while staying in Los Gatos.

We uncl;:r;tand that the Town receives a good deal ofsales tax revenue from our
operatil:n being located in Los Gatos. Assuming we can stay in Los Gatos, we would
certainJ:/l,e willing to work with the Town to assure that the point ofsale for tax
P\upOS<lS :'emains Los Gatos, provided, of course, that doing so does not impact the way
we nee':. t) run our business.

We are tl< acing the end of our existing lease on Univers~tyAvenue and given the long
lead-time on constructing a new building, we are anxiotls to secure the Los Gatos
Gatew~':y ipace. We hope that the Town Council is r,cI tive to our desires to stay in Los
Gatos ~:l' will quickly approve an increase in the pe tted square footage and facilitate
a smooth process.

We loo1~ :orward to working with you and to a long mutually beneficial relationship.

Sincen:ly

-~---2:;~
Genera1 (~Olmsel

cc: 0 ~bra Figone, Town Manager
B"ld Lortz, Community Develop1p.ent Director

970 Univemit'f Avenue Los Gatos. CA 95032 Phone 408.399.3700 Fax 408.399.$737 www.n.etflix.com
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